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Preparing for an  

Administrative Review

Part 2

 

Welcome to Preparing for an 
Administrative Review Part 2 for School 
Nutrition Programs (SNP). During this 
training we will discuss the Nutrition 
Quality/ Meal Pattern and Resource 
Management review sections to assist 
sponsors in being successful. 
 
The Administrative Review process 
occurs on a 3 year review cycle and 
incorporates both off-site and on-site 
activities.  
 
The Administrative Review process 
ensures program integrity and 
compliance with federal law and 
regulations in the operation of the 
National School Lunch and School 
Breakfast Programs.     
 
 
 

Slide 2 Administrative Review Structure
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 Section 5

Access & 
Reimbursement

• Eligibility 
Determination

• Benefit 
Issuance

• Verification

• Meal Counting,
Claiming and 
Reimbursement

Nutritional
Quality/Meal 
Pattern

• Meal 
Components

• Offer versus 
Serve

• Dietary 
Specifications 
and Nutrient 
Analysis

Resource 
Management

• Nonprofit 
School Food 
Service Account

• Paid Lunch 
Equity

• Revenue from 
Non-program 
Foods

• Indirect Costs

General Program 
Compliance

• Civil Rights

• On-site 
Monitoring

• Local Wellness 
Policy

• SMART Snack 
(Competitive Foods)

• Professional 
Standards 

• Water

• Food Safety

• SBP & Summer 
Meals Outreach

• Record Keeping

Other Federal 
Program Reviews

• Afterschool 
Snack Program

• Seamless 
Summer 
Option

• Fresh Fruit and 
Vegetable 
Program

• Special Milk 
Program

 

First let’s discuss how nutritional quality 
& meal pattern are evaluated during the 
administrative review.  
 
 
 
 

Slide 3 Meal Components and Quantities
Off-site Activities

• Requested before on-site review

• Documentation for each site for 

Breakfast and Lunch:
• Menus  

• Production records

 

As with the other areas of review, your 
Assigned Specialist will request 
documentation before the on-site 
review. The following menu planning 
documentation will be requested for the 
review week, before the on-site visit, for 
each site being reviewed.  
 
 1.  Menus for both breakfast and 
lunch for each grade group served at 
the site selected for review;  
 2.  Production records for 
breakfast and lunch 

• Within the production records, 
portion sizes for meal 
components will be evaluated as 
well as all the other meal pattern 



requirements.  

• If the review of menu planning 
documentation reveals errors 
such as missing components or 
insufficient quantities, the review 
of menu planning documentation 
may be expanded beyond the 
review week.  
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On-site Activities

Review Period:

• Document meal components 

and quantities 

• Crediting documentation

 

The review of meal components and 
food quantities will include both a week 
during the review month and the day of 
on-site review. Typically, the review 
month is a recent month for which a 
claim for reimbursement has been 
submitted to CNP web.  On-site the 
assigned specialist will review:  
 

- Menu planning documentation, 
including production records for the 
day of on-site review.  

 
-  Crediting documentation including 
food labels, product formulation 
statements, CN labels, and 
standardized recipes for the week of 
review and day of on-site review.   

• The assigned specialist will use 
this information  to determine if 
the menus are in compliance with 
the meal pattern requirements.  
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Production Record Example

 

Here is an example of a production 
record. This may look different than 
production records that you are using 
and that is okay. As long as the tool 
being used has the required items, it is 
a usable document. Remember to 
include things like, food component, 
food item, how the food credits, and 
portion size, and number of servings 
planned.   
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Make sure that there is an area to 
indicate the number of reimbursable 
meals served as well as non- 
reimbursable meals (such as adult 
meals, or second meals).  
 
Ensure that daily vegetable and weekly 
vegetable sub groups portions are 
being met. 
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Remember to list the number of 
servings that you have offered and 
actually served to students, and include 
the number leftover.  
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The next few slides show examples of 
documentation needed for the 
nutritional quality and meal pattern 
section.  
 
On-site the assigned specialist will ask 
to see nutrition labels for grain items 
used in your school meal program. The 
label should include the weight of the 
item per serving as well as the nutrition 
breakdown and ingredients of the 
product.  
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For made or assembled items, you will 
need a standardized recipe. The recipe 
should include what ingredients are 
needed to prepare a menu item, how 
the menu item is prepared, and how the 
recipe credits. Specialists are looking 
for standardization to ensure 
consistency.   
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Crediting Documents

 

If a CN or Child Nutrition labels is used 
to credit components, such as the one 
shown here, the assigned specialist will 
look at this documentation on-site. CN 
labels are only found on products that 
include the meat/meat alternate 
component. If you haven’t seen one 
before, you can see that a valid CN 
label is clearly indicated by a box with 
the letters CN on each side and states 
the weight of the product per serving, 
the ounce equivalents of meat/meat 
alternate, and any other creditable meal 
components…in this case grains. This 
statement is reviewed and authorized 
by USDA’s Food Nutrition Service.  
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Another document that may be 
requested is the manufacturer’s product 
formulation statement or MPFS. This is 
a document completed by the 
manufacturer of a product, attesting to 
the fact that their product credits for a 
certain amount of a particular 
component based on crediting 
requirements of the USDA guidelines. 
 
This example is for a grain product – 
WW Hoagie Buns by the Kroger 
Company. These statements must be 
signed and dated by the manufacturer 
representative and must be 
accompanied by the product’s package 
label.  
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On-site Activities

Day of Review:

• Sponsors plan, prepare, offer and serve food 

items

• All meal service lines meet requirements

 

On the day of review all sites that are 
selected for review will be assessed for 
compliance with the meal pattern 
requirements for the age/grade group 
or groups served at the review site.  
The purpose of this portion of the 
review is to determine if:  
 
- All sites: plan, prepare, offer and 
serve meals to students that meet the 
meal pattern requirements for the 
appropriate age/grade groups. 
 
- Every meal service line meets the 
daily meal pattern requirements for the 
appropriate grade group being served.  
This includes meeting the meal pattern 
requirements if more than one grade 
group is being served at a single site, 
and at self-service stations, including 
salad bars or variety bars. 
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Meal Components and Quantities

On-site Activities

Before Meal Service:

• Meal preparation observed 

• Standardized recipes in use

• Ensure all meal components 

are offered 

• Correct missing meal components

 

On the day of review, the Assigned 
Specialist will observe meal preparation 
prior to meal service for breakfast and 
lunch. During the observation the 
specialist will assess if standardized 
recipes are being followed when meals 
are prepared. If multiple grade groups 
are being served at one site, the 
Assigned Specialist will examine how 
staff are meeting each grade group’s 
meal pattern requirements. 
 
Before meal service begins, the 
Assigned Specialist will review all meal 
service lines to ensure that all of the 
meal components and food items in the 
required minimum quantities are 
available on all reimbursable meal 
service lines.  
 
If a missing meal component is 
identified prior to the beginning of the 
meal service, the specialist will notify 
sponsor staff to give them the 
opportunity to correct it prior to the 
meal service. However, even if 
corrected prior to meal service, the 
missing component will be reported in 
the Document of Administrative 
Findings (DAF) provided at the exit 
conference. 
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Meal Components and Quantities

On-site Activities

During Meal Service:  

• Appropriate meal component quantities offered 

• Students understand how to select foods

• Staff recognize reimbursable meals at Point of 
Service 

 

During meal service the Assigned 
Specialist will observe whether or not: 
 

• Students are being offered the meal 
components and food quantities 
required for the age/grade groups; 

• Students demonstrate knowledge of 
how to select all required meal 
components in the appropriate 
quantities in the meal service area; 

• Staff at each point of service (POS) 
station are recognizing complete 
and reimbursable meals.  
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Alternate Meal Service Locations

On-site Activities

During Meal Service:  
• Meal pattern requirements must be met:

• Daily and weekly standards

• Milk variety  

• Noncompliance observed, all alternate meal 
locations will be reviewed 

 

Alternate locations of meal services will 
be reviewed.  This includes, but is not 
limited to: field trips, classrooms, 
detention halls, school buses, kiosks, or 
any location NOT in the cafeteria area 
that is serving meals.  
Menu planning documentation will be 
reviewed to ensure that all meal 
components are available and planned 
for in the correct quantities at alternate 
meal service locations. The daily and 
weekly meal pattern requirements must 
be met, including offering a variety of 
milk.  
 
If noncompliance is observed, all other 
alternate meal locations are subject to 
review. 
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Fiscal Action

Taken For: 

• Missing meal components

• Missing production records 

 

Fiscal action could result in meal 
components and quantities areas of 
review for either missing meal 
components or missing production 
records.   
 
An example of a missing meal 
component would be if no daily 
vegetable is offered for lunch.   
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On-site Activities 

• Offer enough food on service lines

• Signage at the beginning of line 

• Students select components 

• Staff judge quantities on self-serve bars 

• Staff recognize a reimbursable meal

 

When determining OVS compliance, 
the assigned specialist will look for the 
following: 
 

• The school is offering all meal 
components on all reimbursable 
meal service lines;  

• Signage is posted at or near the 
beginning of the service line that will 
assist students in easily identifying 
a reimbursable meal; 

• Students are selecting enough 
components/items in the proper 
quantities to make a reimbursable 
meal;  

• Food service staff members are 



accurately judging quantities of 
student selections on self-serve 
bars in order to recognize what is a 
reimbursable meal; and 

• Point of service staff members at 
the point of service are trained and 
can accurately recognize a 
reimbursable meal, including 
appropriate quantities. 

 
Offer versus Serve is optional at 
alternate meal service locations which 
include any service area that is not in 
the cafeteria. 
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On-site Activities

Image courtesy of Bend La-Pine SD

 

Signage is a requirement for Breakfast 
and Lunch. Here are examples of what 
some Oregon Sponsors have done to 
meet this requirement.  Please ensure 
that this is in place at all serving lines at 
all sites for both breakfast and lunch. 
The signage must inform students how 
many items they must select for a 
reimbursable meal.  Under offer vs 
serve the instruction to select a 
minimum of a ½ cup of fruit at breakfast 
and a ½ cup fruit and/or vegetable at 
lunch must be included.   
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Fiscal Action

Taken for:

• Missing Meal Components 

• Example: No Grains offered

• Meals with less than 3 components or food items 

• Insufficient fruit/vegetable quantity

• Example: Less than ½ cup fruit or vegetable taken

 

For Offer Versus Service Fiscal Action 
could occur for the following reasons: 
 
- If the meal is missing a component, 
for example there are no Grain items 
offered for breakfast or lunch 
 
- Meals selected by students that are 
allowed to go through the Point of 
Service with meals that contain fewer 
than 3 different food components 
(NSLP), or food items (SBP).  
 
- Fruits and vegetables are offered, but 
the serving taken by the student is less 
than the required ½ cup and the 
deficient quantity is not corrected at the 
Point of Service.  The meal is an 
incomplete meal.  Fiscal Action will 
occur if students are allowed to 
repeatedly take meals with insufficient 



quantities of fruits and/or vegetables.  
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and Nutrient Analysis
Off-site and On-site Activities 

• Dietary specifications 

assessment

• Meal pattern compliance 

with dietary specifications

• Nutrient analysis conducted, 

if necessary 

 

The Dietary Specifications & Nutrient 
Analysis review process begins before 
the on-site review. A dietary 
specifications assessment will be 
completed by the assigned specialist to 
determine if the food products and 
preparation methods used by the 
sponsor are consistent with practices 
that yield menus that are in compliance 
with the dietary specifications. The 
assessment is one tool that will be used 
by the specialist to determine if the 
sponsor’s menu will require a nutrient 
analysis.  
 
The menu documentation provided by 
the sponsor before the review must be 
accurate and consistent with on-site 
observations on the day of review. 
During the on-site review the specialist 
will assess:  

 Are production records 
completed accurately?  

 Are standardized recipes 
used? 

 
If the meal pattern requirements are not 
met, corrective action must take place 
to ensure menus are in compliance and 
a nutrient analysis is required.  
 
 



Slide 21 Nutrient Analysis 

On-site meal pattern 
noncompliance 

On-site Dietary 
Specification 
Assessment

Off-site Dietary 
Specification 
Assessment

Nutrient 
Analysis

 

This portion of the administrative review 
process has a risk-based approach. 
Using this approach, if a sponsor 
demonstrates that their menus are in 
compliance with the meal pattern 
standards then a nutrient analysis may 
not be required.  
 
There are several scenarios when a 
nutrient analysis will be:   
 
1) If the off-site portion of Dietary 
Specifications Assessment determines 
that the site is at high-risk for the not 
meeting dietary specifications, a 
Nutrient Analysis is required.  
 
2) If the on-site portion of the Dietary 
Specifications determines that the site 
is at high-risk for the not meeting 
dietary specifications, a Nutrient 
Analysis is required.  
 
 3) If menu noncompliance is observed 
during the on-site review, a nutrient 
analysis is required. 
 
To conduct an accurate nutrient 
analysis the review week’s menu must 
meet the meal pattern. If the menu 
does not meet the meal pattern, the 
sponsor must first correct the menu. 
The nutrient analysis will be completed 
on the menu items offered to students, 
not based on planned amounts.   
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Determine Sponsor compliance with the 

Dietary Specifications:
• Calories

• Saturated Fat

• Sodium

• Trans Fat

Nutrient Analysis Required

 

If it is determined that a nutrient 
analysis is required, the assigned 
specialist will complete a weighted 
nutrient analysis on one week’s menus 
for breakfast and lunch at one site.   
 
The dietary specifications that will be 
included in the nutrient analysis are:   

• Calories, 

• Saturated Fat, 

• Sodium, and 

• Trans Fat 
 
 
 



Slide 23 Dietary Specifications 

and Nutrient Analysis 
Common Findings

• Menus not meeting meal pattern

• Grain items served were not 

whole grain-rich

• Nutrient analysis did not meet dietary 

specifications 

 

Some of the common findings in the 
nutritional quality and meal pattern 
section of the administrative review 
include:  
- The menu for the week of review did 
not meet the meal pattern standards 
-Grains items served were not whole 
grain-rich 
And menus that had a nutrient analysis 
performed that did not meet the dietary 
specifications.  
 
It is important for sponsor staff to 
understand how to credit food items to 
ensure that menus meet the meal 
pattern and dietary specification 
standards.  
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• 3 year review cycle 2013-14 through 

2015-16 no fiscal action for:

• Vegetable sub-groups

• Milk types

• Food quantities

• Whole grain-rich foods

• Dietary specifications

Repeat Findings

 

Note: In accordance with the FNS 
memo SP 54-2014 in the first three 
year Administrative Review cycle (SY 
2013-14 through SY 2015-16) there will 
be no repeated violations or fiscal 
action in the area of vegetable 
subgroups, milk types, food quantities, 
whole grain-rich foods,  and dietary 
specifications. If these findings occur 
during this review cycle and are found 
again in future review cycles they are 
considered repeat findings.  Fiscal 
action may apply in these areas as a 
result of a repeat finding.  
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Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 Section 5

Access & 
Reimbursement

• Eligibility 
Determination

• Benefit Issuance

• Verification

• Meal Counting,
Claiming and 
Reimbursement

Nutritional
Quality/Meal 
Pattern

• Meal 
Components

• Offer versus 
Serve

• Dietary 
Specifications 
and Nutrient 
Analysis

Resource 
Management

• Nonprofit 
School Food 
Service 
Account

• Paid Lunch 
Equity

• Revenue from 
Non-program 
Foods

• Indirect Costs

General Program 
Compliance

• Civil Rights

• On-site 
Monitoring

• Local Wellness 
Policy

• SMART Snack 
(Competitive Foods)

• Professional 
Standards    

• Water

• Food Safety

• SBP & Summer 
Meals 
Outreach

• Record Keeping

Other Federal 
Program Reviews

• Afterschool 
Snack Program

• Seamless 
Summer 
Option

• Fresh Fruit and 
Vegetable 
Program

• Special Milk 
Program

 

In this section we will be discussing 
how resource management is 
evaluated during the administrative 
review.  
 
 
As we’re all aware, the financial 
pressures on Sponsors are numerous 
and significant.  Sponsors must provide 
nutritious, well-balanced meals in an 
efficient and effective manner to all 
students.  Oregon Department of 
Education Child Nutrition Programs is 
required by regulation to evaluate the 
overall financial health of sponsor’s 
nonprofit school food service during the 
resource management section of the 
Administrative Review.  The goal is to 



ensure effective, efficient and 
consistent management of program 
resources, while maintaining a system 
that documents all revenues and 
expenses of the nonprofit school food 
service account.  
 
The assigned specialist will provide 
technical assistance during this process 
to help sponsors manage their 
foodservice resources effectively to 
deliver maximum benefits to students. 
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Resource Management

• Maintenance of the nonprofit school food 

service account  

• Paid lunch equity

• Revenue from non-program foods

• Indirect costs 

 

Resource Management includes: 

• maintenance of a nonprofit school 
food service account  

• paid lunch equity 

• revenue from non-program foods 

• And Indirect costs 
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Assessed Risk Indicators:

1) Enrollment of 40,000 or more

2) Financial findings from the last three years

3) Maintenance of the Nonprofit School Food 
Service Account

4) Paid lunch equity

5) Revenue from non-program foods

6) Indirect costs

 

Information about the sponsor’s current 
resource management policies and 
procedures is collected on the Off-site 
Assessment tool which every sponsor 
receives, completes, and returns in 
advance of their on-site review.  The 
answers to these questions and other 
known factors are entered into a 
Resource Management Risk Indicator 
Tool by ODE CNP.  This tool is used to 
identify situations that may result in 
non-compliance. 
 
There are six areas considered during 
the Risk Assessment.  If ODE CNP 
identifies risk factors in at least three of 
the six areas, a comprehensive 
resource management review will be 
necessary.   
 
Please note that even if less than three 
risk factors are identified, a 
comprehensive resource management 



review may be conducted if ODE CNP 
determines that further review in this 
area is warranted. 
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• Provide documentation for all Resource 

Management areas

• Corrective action/technical assistance 

provided

• Fiscal action possible

Resource Management 

Comprehensive Review

 

If a comprehensive resource 
management review is needed, ODE 
CNP will request additional 
documentation to determine if the 
Sponsor is in compliance with 
regulations and requirements pertaining 
to Resource Management.  This may 
include profit and loss statements, 
balance sheets, general ledgers, 
invoices, receipts and other records.  
The detailed review will require the 
assigned specialist to delve deeper into 
the Sponsor’s Resource Management 
processes to identify violations and 
opportunities for improvements.   
 
Corrective action is required and 
technical assistance may be provided 
for any Resource Management areas in 
which the Sponsor is found to be 
noncompliant.   
 
Program payments may be withheld in 
whole or in part until the Sponsor 
implements sufficient corrective action. 
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School Food Service Account

• Program funds only for 

• Operation

• Improvement of the school food service 

• Maximize program benefits to enrolled 

students

• Net cash resources

• 3 month limit

 

Let’s go in to more detail of areas that 
will be reviewed.  The first area is 
Maintenance of the Non-Profit School 
Food Service Account.  
 
Why do we require sponsors to 
maintain a nonprofit school food 
service?   The purpose of this key 
structure is to ensure that Program 
funds are used only for the operation 
and improvement of school food 
service. Removing for-profit motives 
from program operations maximizes 
program benefits and helps sponsors to 
use the limited funding resources for 
the improvement of school meals.    
 

•  Net cash resources must not 
exceed 3 months’ operating 
expenses 

If the Sponsor is not in compliance with 
the net cash resources requirements 
and allows its net cash resources to 
accumulate excessively, ODE CNP 
must provide technical assistance and 
require corrective action.  
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Account Risk Indicators:

• No separate financial account designated for 

the nonprofit school food service

• Year-end expenses in excess of revenues

• Transfer out of account for other operations

• Measure of net cash resources below three 

month’s expenses

• Record maintenance

 

A risk factor in the area of Nonprofit 
School Food Service Account will be 
assigned for any of the following.  

• Sponsor did not have a separate 
financial account designated for the 
nonprofit school food service 

•Year-end expenses in excess of 
revenues 

•Funds transferred out of the food 
service account for other operations 

•Failure to measure if net cash 
resources remained below three 
month’s average expenses – in 
Oregon, this is accomplished with the 
Annual Financial Report submitted in 
CNPweb. 

•Failure to maintain records 
documenting compliance with the three 
month’s net cash resource limit 
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• Included in the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act

• Relates only to paid student reimbursable 
lunch prices

• Intent of PLE Tool: 

• Cover the costs of meals

• Equity of program contribution 

• Sponsor flexibility

 

The second area is Paid Lunch Equity, 
also known as the PLE. 
 
Prior to the passage of the Healthy, 
Hunger Free Kids Act of 2010, there 
were no statutory or regulatory 
requirements for Sponsors in 
establishing prices charged to paid rate 
students for reimbursable meals. 
USDA’s research has shown that the 
revenue received by schools for paid 
meals is often too low to cover the cost 
of those meals, effectively shifting 
federal subsidies designed for the 
lowest income children to less needy 
students. 
 
Requiring Sponsor’s to price paid 
meals at an amount that covers their 
costs will help ensure that over time, 
the appropriate additional revenues are 
provided to the nonprofit school food 
service account, which will benefit all 
students regardless of income. 
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Paid Lunch Equity Risk Indicators

• Not increasing paid lunch prices as required

• Using non-federal funds

• Not completing USDA PLE tool

• Receiving exemption to the PLE requirement 

 

A risk factor in the area of Paid Lunch 
Equity will be assigned for any of  
following: 
 

•Not increasing paid lunch prices as 
required 

•Using non-Federal funds to support 
paid lunch prices 

•Not completing the Paid Lunch Equity 
Tool 
Receiving an exemption to the PLE 
requirement  
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Non-program Foods

• Included in the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids 

Act

• Intent: Ensure federal funds are not 

subsidizing nonprogram foods

- A la carte items

- Adult meals

 

The third area is revenue from non-
program foods. 
 
Section 206 of the Healthy, Hunger-
Free Kids Act requires that, with the 
exception of food for reimbursable 
meals, all food sold in a school and 
purchased with funds from the nonprofit 
school food service account, such as a 
la carte or adult meals, must generate a 
proportion of revenue at least equal to 
the proportion of cost of such foods.  
The act also requires that all revenues 
from the sale of non-program foods 
accrue to the school’s nonprofit school 
food service account. 
 
This does not include purchases on 
behalf of non-foodservice organizations 
or departments that are invoiced for 
those items.   
 
Requiring Sponsor’s to secure sufficient 
revenues from the sale of non-program 
foods to cover their costs will help 
ensure that over time, the appropriate 
additional revenues are provided to the 
nonprofit school food service account 
and will benefit all students regardless 
of income. 
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Risk Indicator

• Revenues and Expenses not in proportion 

 

A risk factor in the area of Revenue 
from Non-Program Foods will be 
assigned for the following: 
 

•Proportion of total revenue from non-
program foods is less than the 
proportion of total costs of non-program 
foods 
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Indirect Costs

• Benefit multiple programs

• Administrative overhead

- Fringe Benefits

- Accounting

- Payroll

- Purchasing

- Facilities Management

- Utilities

 

Now we’ll move on to Indirect Costs.  
Understanding indirect costs and 
applying them correctly is important in 
order to safeguard the limited funds of 
the nonprofit school food service 
account.  
 
Indirect costs are those expenses that 
benefit multiple programs.  They cannot 
be readily identified with a particular 
program or other cost objective and 
therefore cannot be 100% a food 
service expense. ODE approves 
indirect cost rates for sponsors to use 
to determine what percentage of those 
expenses can be attributed to the 
nonprofit school food service account.  
 
In 2011, USDA issued the Indirect Cost 
Guidance Manual and guidance memo 
to provide sponsor’s more information 
to ensure the nonprofit school food 
service account funds are limited to 
those expenses that are reasonable 
and necessary to provide quality meals 
for the National School Lunch Program 
and School Breakfast Program.   
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Indirect Costs Risk Indicator

• Charging the food service account 

for indirect costs

 

A risk factor in the area of Indirect 
Costs will be assigned for: 
 

•Charging the food service account for 
indirect costs 
 
Technical Assistance will be provided, 
and corrective action may be required 
for findings in the reviewed areas of 
Resource Management, even if a 
Comprehensive Resource 
Management Review is not conducted.   
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Questions?

 

If you have any questions please 
contact your assigned specialist 
 
 
 
 

Slide 39 The U.S. Department of Agriculture prohibits discrimination against its customers, 

employees, and applicants for employment on the bases of race, color, national 

origin, age, disability, sex, gender identity, religion, reprisal, and where applicable 

political beliefs, marital status, familial or parental status, sexual orientation, or all 

or part of an individual’s income is derived from any public assistance program, or 

protected genetic information in employment or in any program or activity 

conducted or funded by the Department.  (Not all prohibited bases will apply to all 

programs and/or employment activities.)

If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete 

the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint form, found online at 

http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, 

or call (866) 632-9992 to request the form.  You may also write a letter containing all 

of the information requested in the form.  Send your completed complaint form or 

letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of 

Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by 

fax (202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake@usda.gov

Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or have speech disabilities may contact 

USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339; or (800) 845-6136 

(Spanish). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

 

Thank you for participating in Preparing 
for an Administrative Review Part 2.  
We greatly appreciate all of the work 
that you do to fuel Oregon’s future.   
 
 
 

 


